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Sink Traps & Ware Carts

Studio Equipment

Gleco
Sink Traps
x

Ware Carts

Gleco traps offer an easy, clean, cost-effective solution to clay and glaze materials going
down the drain. The Gleco Trap fits easily to most existing metal or plastic plumbing, and
meets uniform plumbing code requirements in every municipality in the US and Canada.
As you clean tools or the container, clay and
other heavy sediments settle into the catch
jar, while water overflows the jar and continues
down the drain. When the catch jar fills up, just
unscrew it and put on another one. It’s that easy
to avoid expensive clogged drains -- and it’s a
must for environmentally conscious artists. The
Gleco Trap comes with all the necessary parts,
and all three sizes of replacement bottles share
the same fittings.

Laguna Ware Carts

GT19.........19oz Capacity......................... $140.00
GT43.........43oz Capacity......................... $140.00
GT64.........64oz Capacity......................... $140.00
GTB19.......19oz Replacement Bottle.......... $8.50
GTB43.......43oz Replacement Bottle.......... $8.50
GTB64.......64oz Replacement Bottle.......... $8.50
GTO............Replacement O Rings................. $3.00

Measure twice. Install it once.
Use it LOTS.
When choosing what size to buy for your Gleco Trap, the only limitation is the
space available under your sink. The plumbing under your sink may not exactly
match the diagram below, but you’ll almost always find a pipe down from your
sink going into a U-shaped joint called the P Trap. After the P Trap, an elbow
joint turns the pipe so it runs horizontally into the wall. Measure the space
between the floor and the center of the horizontal pipe right after the P trap.
That measurement tells you how much space is available for the Gleco Trap.

Bottle
Minimum
Best
Ounces
Space
Space
19oz............... 11½”............. 13”
43oz............... 13”................. 14½”
64oz............... 15½”............. 17”

NOTE: If you work with plaster
or other substances that
harden in water, like some
glaze materials, it is necessary
that you dispose of the bottle
when you change it instead of
emptying it to reuse.

- Special Order only

Laguna’s sturdy cart
features all-steel
construction and 4”
hard rubber casters,
with a convenient
18-shelf capacity.
The ware cart assembles
easily, is 24" x 38" x 58"
and it can be shipped
UPS. This package
includes six 12" x 36" x ¾” exterior-grade
plywood shelves. Additional shelves can be
purchased separately.
LE101...........Laguna Cart..................$425.00
LE101S........Extra Shelf (each).............. $7.95

x
Brent Ware Cart

- Special Order only

Designed for stability
with sides that are
constructed from a
single bent piece of
heavy-walled 1” steel
pipe, with welded
steel shelf supports.
Heavy-duty clamps
connect the sides at
top and bottom with
three 1” steel pipes.
Comes with 4” caster
wheels. The base price includes a cover, but
shelves are sold separately.
RBCART.......77"h x 32"w x 24”d.......$745.00
RB22892F......Shelves (set of 6)........ $89.00

x
Brent Batmobile

- Special Order only

Includes a Bat Brace
to support your bats
and holds up to 90 of
the 14” bats. The 4”
rubber swivel casters
can lock for stability.
Adjustable shelves
plus a top rack that
can be used for your
wares in progress.
RBBML.........35"h x 42”w x 14”d......$610.00
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